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Dakota Stone™
It’s just there, patiently waiting for you to sit and read a book or enjoy your favorite beverage. It isn’t picky, it just likes to spend time with you. It won’t mind if you let the lawn go, or put off trimming the hedges.

Simple, elegant, hardworking. A lot like you - come to think of it. The single strongest workhorse in hardscaping (probably) is the pier. You need to have at least four in your yard for your outdoor space to be taken seriously. The more the merrier - just like the parties you will be throwing in your awesome outdoor party area. Piers define areas and function as small tables for your guests. Good thing they are so affordable and easy to build. They also make great gifts!

Duncan Ridge
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You can be the high roller as all your friends gather around the warm embrace of its embers. “I made that,” you can casually throw out in conversation. Everyone will be in awe. Don’t tell them how little it cost or how easy it was. You will be helping build fireplaces for your friends for two years worth of weekends!

Maybe small gatherings are more your style. And boy do you have style! Or, you will when your friends see this awesome homage to campfires you build in your yard. Sorry, friends not included.
I always make a nice home for my plant friends. By raising their beds, not only do they feel more important, but their soil drains better. Did I mention they are easier to take care of and the weed whacker has a much harder time getting to them. Why does the weed whacker hate my flowers so much?

Hatfield

Big enough to house a small tree, our raised flower beds add pizazz to your garden. Admittedly, they look much better if you actually plant something (plants?) in them.

Mansfield

Bigger than you may think, the Mansfield has over 40 sf of plantable space, and holds about 45 cubic feet of soil.

Waitsfield

Similar to the Hatfield, but with a small kick of flair that makes it, well - smaller (still has enough room for a garden gnome).
Metal tables rust. Wicker furniture can’t even hold up to a bored cat. That is why you won’t be caught with anything less than a monolithic slab on which to serve your grilled masterpieces. What do you mean it’s burnt? Char makes it taste better.

Can you remember if your seat cushions are still in style this year? In style or not, they are still full of last weeks rainwater. That’s never good. You bought an outdoor locker to put your seat cushions in, but who really does that? Not you. Now you won’t have to. So, now what are you going to do with that locker?
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Oh, a bar, you wanted a bar? Of course we have a bar. Just saunter over here to my totally cool four person bar and tell the old bartender what you are having. Oh me, I only drink the cheap stuff unless someone else is paying. Come to think of it, I saved so much money putting in this bar, I will have another. No barkeep, make this one the good stuff.

You can have an awesome outdoor space like every one else. I am here to help.
The step-by-step instructions make building your fireplace kit simple and fast!

75% of people who use our plans start with the “Fremont” outdoor fireplace. If you can use simple tools and follow step by step instructions, you can build a professional quality outdoor fireplace in just one day! Join the club. Build with Dakota and you can be entertaining your friends this weekend!
Finley Creek

If you are reading this far, you must have style. Everyone with style has to make a stylish entrance. Everybody knows that. It can be a driveway entrance, a pool entrance, or any entrance, really. Just be sure you make an unforgettable entrance. So, you might as well make our Finley Creek entrance. It is very affordable, but doesn’t look that way.

Elk Horn

Harvey down the street has a nice little stone entrance to his house. That is why you need a BIG stone entrance to yours. You aren’t the kind of person to think “This is good enough.” Just because it is good enough for Harvey doesn’t mean it is good enough for you! Check out my entrance. It’s awesome! Take that Harvey! I think I’m going to return your clippers and get me a better pair.
The morning dew on fresh cut grass, songbirds singing a catchy tune, and a big fireplace complete with firewood storage boxes - These are things that make everyone appreciate the great outdoors. Those, and being within throwing distance of refrigeration and indoor plumbing. While we can’t help you with your plumbing, nor are we going to cut your grass, we are going to let you in on a great deal for that big fireplace complete with firewood storage boxes. Not only is it surprisingly affordable, it is surprisingly easy to assemble. That can be our secret.

Preston
Sometimes when you host monster parties on your monster patio, little parties will form on your little patio. But you can’t have two fireplaces; that would just be tacky. Keep your tact. The Kingston is a fireplace with two openings. Now you can warm by the fire no matter what side of the party you are on. (You want to be on the cool side.)

The classic garden seat option - the seat wall. It is as functional as it is stylish. Not only can you sit on it, it helps define an area. This is simple to make almost any length you desire. The piers also serve as small impromptu tables on the end for your the guests.
It's big.
It's bad. You want it;
I know it. This stone couch is a beautiful centerpiece you can build an entire outdoor space around. It even has a place for you to grow two shade trees! That’s right, your outdoor seating is so cool it has its own shade trees built in. Of course, you can always put something else in there, if it tickles your fancy. (Tickled fancies not included.)

Metal tables rust. Wicker furniture can’t even hold up to Schrödinger’s cat. No matter what state you’re in, you will be awed when you observe it in your yard. It will simultaneously be out of this world and on your patio! Don’t worry. It won’t collapse.
Dakota Stone introduces true “glue-it-yourself” outdoor living schematics. If you can use simple tools and follow step-by-step instructions, you can build a professional quality outdoor bar in a day!

All Dakota Stone plans come with step-by-step instructions. This makes building your bar kit simple and fast!